
Working Bee - Sunday 15.5 10-12noon
Renewal of old chook pen area, progressing to outdoor learning space and general tidy up.

Hi Everyone!

We're on a mission to streamline the playground by making it safer for our students and tidier in general.

We can supply, a wheel barrow, secateurs, long handled secateurs and a few rakes.

We need some people with shovels, pick axes, hand saws, chainsaws, wheel barrows, hedge clippers, whipper snippers and a lot of energy!

Have a look at the jobs we are intending to get done and email Micheal Hunt and Emily Beard with what you'd like to take care of at pfawattleparkps@gmail.com

Some of these jobs can even be done on the days, evenings, or weekend beforehand  - please email me at steven.donohue@education.vic.gov.au if this suits you

There will be a 10M walk in skip in the carpark, arriving Friday 13.5   - we can put anything in it!

PLEASE ONLY USE THE TOOLS THE SCHOOL PROVIDES OR THE ONES YOUR BRING YOURSELF - WPPS ( or l ! ) ARE NOT LIABLE FOR ANY ACCIDENTS

1 Removal of all hard rubbish including chook nests, wire, corrugated iron etc - chuck it all in the massive skip!



2 Removal of old compost areas - Perhaps a couple of people could take these apart and stack the wood prior to the working bee?

3 Take down all fenceposts except the ones that face the basketball court



4 Use the best of the fence palings that have been taken down to replace any dodgey ones on the fence facing the basket ball court

5 Whipper snip and rake the entire area clean

6 Remove these trees. 



7 Remove this hedge - area will be mulched later Remove this - why is it even here?! Chop this to the ground - it's diseased Chop this to the ground - it's  time to go

8 Weeding around the rosemary Prune fig back to 1M from the ground - rounded shape - it's blocking the flagpole



Remove all posts from around these Lemon Scented Gums

Rake this debris back into the bed to reveal the edging so the whipper snipper can keep it in check



Rake all these chips back into the playground bed




